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“Runway lights should be on every crosswalk all the way to the high school.”
“Washington Street and it’s sidewalks are too narrow to accommodate bulbouts. It’s already difficult for
emergency vehicles to navigate.”
“In favor of bulbouts at crosswalks to shorten the distance to cross.”
“In favor of brick crosswalks with lights in road - 1/2 historic / 1/2 modern.”
“Convertible street on East Linoberg in the works.”
“More trees - Shade.”
“Whatever slows traffic from zooming up Washington when it’s clear.”
“Runway lights too expensive, too high maintenance - not well suited for state highway.”
“State highway too congested, too narrow for bulbouts.”
“Bulbouts good idea, maybe smaller than normal or painted or real brick on streets by ‘bulbouts’ to make them
look ‘real’.”
“Good parking already and with losing 12+ parking spaces, it’s worth losing and walking an extra block away.”
“Safety of peds are important but keep pleasant ambiance for people to stay downtown to shop.
- Nice Presentation.”
“Fruitless olive trees only, so no clean up, green all year long. Ask TUD and Public Works where no water pipes,
no sewer, and no underground drainage.” Marianne Wright
“No bulbouts, unless a restaurant wants one.”
“Enforce speed limit on Stewart Street. Add crosswalks and speed bumps.”
“Reduce speed limit near fairgrounds, with drunk people leaving event it greatly reduces fatalities with lower
speed.”
“Roundabout at high school.”
“Vernacular design and materials for masonry work.”
“Bike lane from CJC and high school because that age is more apt to cycle for transportation, not people
coming from East Sonora or Jamestown necessarily.”
“Take the trucks off Washington. Consider a truck route to help traffic.”
“Bulbouts at the church and Washington. The crosswalk is too long and dangerous.”
“Prefer Option 4 with building the Creenley Road extension to reduce traffic congestion and greenhouse gases.”
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